ABSTRACT. L. Waelbroeck gives a holomorphic functional calculus for Banach algebras and analytic functions on Banach spaces. The properties of this calculus extend the well-known properties for the case of several complex variables. In this last situation, W. Zame has obtained a theorem of unicity where the famous condition of compatibility is dropped. We obtain a theorem analogous to Zame's for Waelbroeck's calculus restricted to a certain algebra of germs of functions. We consider Banach spaces whose topological duals have the bounded approximation property. Also, results of the same kind as above are given for bornological algebras.
Introduction.
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity. Put A°° = (J{An: n = 1,2,...}.
If a = (ai,..., an) G An, o(a) is the compact subset of C" which is the joint spectrum of a in A. Let 0(o(a)) denote the algebra of germs of analytic functions on o(a). We shall identify a germ and a function which represents it. If 1 < n < m, 7rnm denotes the projection map 7rnim:Cm -► Cn.
Since o(a') -nnm(o(a)),
where a' -(oi,..., an, a"+i,..., om) G Am, the dual mapping of 7rnm is a continuous homomorphism 7r*m: 0(o(a)) -> 0(o(a')).
If we denote by z = (zi,... ,zn) the points of Cn, Zi denotes the coordinate function Zi(zi,..., zn) = Zi, i = 1,..., n. By a functional calculus map for a we mean a unital homomorphism f. 0(cr(a)) -> A such that <p(Zi) = a¿, for i = 1,2,..., n. As is well known, the "holomorphic functional calculus" (h.f.c), developed by Shilov [14] , Arens and Calderón [4] , and Waelbroeck [16] , provides a continuous functional calculus 6a: 0(o(a)) -► A. The properties of this calculus can be stated as follows. Let AA be the space of nonzero, complex-valued homomorphisms of A. STRONG FORM. There exists a map a i-> 0a which associates with each a in A°° a unital continuous homomorphism 6a : 0(o(a)) -► A such that (i) Oa(Zi) = at (»'= l,...,n), if a = (ai,...,an) G An, for each f G 0(cr(a)); that is, 9a(f)A(p) = f(âi(p),.. .,ân(p)) for each p G AA (z/6 G A, 6 denotes the Gelfand transform ofb).
Certainly, for fixed a G A™, it is better to be able to ensure unicity for the homomorphism 6a alone rather than for the whole family {9ß: ß G A", n = 1,2,...}, but for a long time, it seemed impossible to drop the undesirable condition (ii) in the strong form if some kind of unicity was desired. In [18] a great step is given in this direction by showing that, if the weak form is assumed, condition (ii) is redundant. After Zame's paper, the theorem of h.f.c. can be stated as follows.
THEOREM [18, p. 83] . If a = (ai,...,an)
is an n-tuple of elements of A, then 6a is the unique continuous unital homomorphism of 0(cr(a)) into A such that 0a(Zi) = ai for each i, and 0q(/)a|aa = / ° ój|aa for each f G 0(o(a)).
The existing literature in the setting of h.f.c. is very large. For example, the functional calculus as a part of the theory of automatic continuity can be seen in [9] . An extension to bornological algebras of the h.f.c. in several variables is made in [1 and 11] . The h.f.c. for A-valued analytic functions is studied in [3] and [12] . We are interested in analytic functions on Banach spaces. L. Waelbroeck has built an h.f.c. for a Banach algebra and for analytic functions on a Banach space E (see [8, 17] ). In [13 and 15] , the authors independently extend this calculus to vector-valued analytic functions. Waelbroeck obtained a theorem of unicity ( §1) containing conditions of compatibility analogous to (ii) for continuous linear mappings T:E -> F (F Banach).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate if conditions such as Zame's may be given, ensuring the unicity of the homomorphism, without assuming the compatibility conditions on the T's. Affirmative results are obtained if we consider a Banach space E whose topological dual E' has the bounded approximation property (b.a.p.), and if we restrict the morphism of Waelbroeck to the subalgebra 0Wub(a(a)) of 0(o(a)) (definitions in §1). Chidami [8] extends the Waelbroeck morphism for bornological algebras and spaces. We also give unicity results of Zame type in this last case as an application of the result for Banach spaces.
Because it occurs in other areas of analysis in infinite dimensions, the approximation property is suitable for this problem.
1. The unicity of the homomorphism of Waelbroeck. We refer to [17] as the basic text for the statement of Waelbroeck's h.f.c. If K is a compact set of E, we define d(x, K) = inf{|\x -y\|: y G K}, Br = {x G E: d(x, K) < r} for each r > 0, 0b(BT) = {f: Br -> C analytic and bounded on Br). The algebra of germs of analytic functions on K, 0(K), is the inductive limit of the algebras 0b(Br). The topology of uniform convergence on Br is considered on 0(Br) and the corresponding inductive limit topology on 0(K).
Let A and E be as above. A®E denotes the completion of the projective tensor product of A and E. We note that if E =" C", A®E S A". For a G A®E, a = En^o"»®1«' with En>oHa«H IWI < °°> a« G A, xne E (n = 0,1,2,...). If We denote by 0v,ub(U) the algebra of all such functions which are also analytic. For U = E interesting properties of these functions can be seen in [19] . For a G Aé>E, let K = o(a) and let Br, r > 0, be as above. Each / G 0wub(Br) is bounded on Br [6, p. 197] . Thus, 0v,ub(Br) is contained in 0b(Br), and it is closed for the topology of uniform convergence on BT. Let 0Wub(o~(ct)) be the locally convex inductive limit of 0wub(Br). The homomorphism 9a restricted to Owub^u:)) provides an h.f.c. that verifies (I) 9a(ijj) = w o a, for each w G E', (II) 0q(/)a|aa = / ° "|aa for each / G 0wub(a(a)). In all of §1 we suppose that the dual E' has the b.a.p. Then, it is known that there is a constant C > 0 such that, given £ > 0, K a compact subset of E, and L a compact subset of E', there exists a finite-rank continuous linear operator P:E^E, \\P\\ <C, with ||P(x)-x|| < £ (x G K) and ||woP-«|| < e (u E L) [6, p. 197] . We shall prove that in this situation conditions (I) and (il) determine a unique 9a.
LEMMA (1.2). Let f:
Br -> C be w.u.b. on Br. Given e > 0, 0 < s < r, there is a finite-rank continuous linear operator P:E -> E, \\P\\ < C, such that sup \f(x) -(f o P)(x)\ < e (t = s/C). Let <p: 0Wub(a(a)) -> A be a continuous unital homomorphism satisfying <£>(u;) = w o a for each w G E', and <p(/)a|aa = / ° ô|aa-Let P: £ -> J? be a continuous linear operator of finite rank, and let k be the dimension of P(E). We identify P(E) to be Cfe. We write P(x) = (Pi(x),..., Pk(x)), where P, EE' (j = 1,..., k). Then 
PROOF. Let ¡p be a morphism verifying (I) and (II). Lef / G 0Wub(o~(a)
). There exists r > 0 such that / G Owub(Pv)-Given e > 0, let 0 < s < r, and t = s/C. Both 9a and ¡p are continuous on Owub(Pt), whence there is 6 > 0 so that supieBt \g(x)\ < 6 implies that ||0Q(i7)|| < e/2, IMöOII < £/2. By application of Lemma (1.2) there exists P:E -*■ E,..., \\P\\ < C, such that foP E 0Wub(Pt), andsuPieBt |/(x)-(/oP)(x)| < e. Thus, |öa(/-/oP)| < e/2, \<p{f-foP)\ < e/2, and \<p(f) -0a(f)\ < £ + \<p(f o P) -9a(f o P)\, but due to the observation which precedes the theorem, <p(f o P) = 0a(f o P). It follows that \<p(f) -9a(f)\ <e for every e > 0; hence ip = 9a. Q.E.D.
2. Unicity for bornological algebras. Part 1. Let E be as in §1. Now, A denotes a commutative complete multiplicatively convex bornological algebra [11] , named pseudo-Banach in [1] , with unity e. Essentially, A is the algebraic inductive limit of Banach algebras {A¿}je/, A = hjiiA¿, and its bounded sets are those contained and bounded in some A». Many algebras of functions, of germs of functions, of operators, the p-Banach algebras, the topological algebras with continuous inverse are of this kind.
The space of characters of A, AA, is the projective limit of {AA¿}¿ej. By AêiE we mean the completion of the bornological projective tensor product of A and E (see [10] ). We know that A®E = linj Ai®E, since E has the b.a.p.
(see [10, p. 263] ). If a G A®E, a = £n>0 an <g> xn E Ai®E, then â(/x) = 53n>oan(At) ® xn is defined in this way for each p E AA. In general, one obtains the relation o(a) C Plie/ía) CT¿(a)> but not the equality. According to this, Chidami [8] uses the arguments of Waelbroeck [17] , instead of those of [1 or 11] , to construct a bounded functional calculus, and he proves a strong theorem as Theorem A of §1 (the definitions of p[a] and T[a] are made considering a E Ai®E for some i E 1(a)). We note that o(a) = n¿ej(a)a»(a) f°r every E with the b.a.p. To see this, let P: E -> E be a finite-rank continuous operator. 
Now, let x G r\i€i(a)°~i(a)-Then P(x) E ff¿(P[a]) for each » G J(a) and P(x) G a(P[a]) = P(<r(a)). If x g o(a)
, there is e > 0 such that \\y -x\\ > e for every y E cr(a). We choose P so that ||Px-x|| < e/2, supj,€iT(a) \\y-P(y)\\ < e/2. Since P(x) G P(tr(a)), P(x) = P(yo) for some y0 G o(a). Therefore \\yo -x\\ < ||yo-Pyo|| + ||P^-i|| < e, which is a contradiction. In short, o(a) -r\iei(a)°~Áa)-We may use the former equality to define a homomorphism 9a: 0 (o~(a)) -► A similarly to the bornological case of several variables. To sum up, if / G 0(o(a)), f E 0( (Ji(a) ) for some i G 1(a). Then we define 9a(f) = 9la(f), 9la being the Waelbroeck homomorphism for A¿ and E. By descending to finite dimensions as in Waelbroeck's method, the independency of the foregoing definition with respect to the choice of the index t may be proved without difficulty. Also, we observe that 9a is exactly Chidami's morphism, since it verifies the conditions of compatibility in the theorem of unicity [8, p. 57 ]. Now, we may state the THEOREM (2.1). Let A be a pseudo-Banach algebra, A = finjA¿, and let E [7] use this property to prove classic theorems about convolution equations extended to the bornological setting. We shall make use of the identity A®E = lixaA®Ej. This is true if each A¿ has the bounded approximation property, for example, [10, p. 263] . With tE we denote the topology of "M-fermeture" on E [8, p. 11] . Let U be a r.E-open set in E. A mapping /: U -► C is said to be G-analytic on U if for each x G Í7, hEE, z~1{f(x + zh) -f(x)] converges as z tends to zero. The mapping / is said to be locally bounded on U if for each x G U and B bounded subset of E there is e > 0 such that f(x + eB) is bounded. If / is G-analytic and locally bounded on U, f is called analytic on U.
Let 0 (K) denote the algebra of germs of analytic functions on K, whose bornology is defined as in the Banach case. (The subset K of E is strictly compact; i.e., it is contained and compact in some Ej.) For a E A®E we put J(a) = {j E J:aE A®Ej}. We define o(a) = a3 (a) for every j G J(a), o3(a) being the spectrum of a in Ej. Let ttj: Ej -► E be the canonical injection and 93a the homomorphism of part 1 for A and Ej. In [8] , Chidami shows that the homomorphism 9a: 0(o(a)) -► A defined by 9a(f) = 93a(f ottj), / G 0(o(a)), is bounded and it satisfies the natural properties of an h.f.c.
The result which can be stated about the unicity is practically a tautology. We may improve it by adding the condition that each Ej is reflexive. The usual b.v.s. satisfies that. Thus, we assume it.
Let Ex be the bornological dual of E. The restriction mapping Ex -> P' fj G J) has dense image [2, p. 171]. Let U be a rP-open set of E. The function /: U -> C is w.u.b. on U if the restriction of / to U H Ej for each j E J is. This definition is equivalent to the one similar to Definition (1.1), where the elements of E' are changed by those of Ex, since Ex is dense in Ej. By considering Owub(o'(a)), as is obvious, the proof of the following proposition is easy.
PROPOSITION (2.2)
. Let A,E be as above. IfaE A®E, there exists a unique bounded unital homomorphism 9a: Ov,ub(o~(oi)) -> A which verifies (i) 9a(w) -u o a for each u> E Ex, (ii) 9a is factorizable by a bounded unital homomorphism Owubfo3(a)) -> A satisfying (II), (III) of Theorem (2.1) for some j G J(a).
If one tries to apply Zame's method directly to establish his theorem for arbitrary Banach spaces, strong technical difficulties are found. This is why we have used the approximation property and the algebra 0wub(P0 to apply the known result for Cn. Even for spaces with the approximation property the following question remains open: Are conditions (I) and (II) in Theorem 1.3 enough to ensure the unicity of Waelbroeck's morphism?
A negative result would create a difference between this case and the morphisms whose domains are algebras of analytic functions in several variables.
ADDED IN PROOF. After this note was submitted the author learned of [19] where H. Putinar improves Zame's result by removing condition (I) in the theorem stated in our introduction. Using this result of Putinar we can delete condition (I) in each of our unicity theorems and proposition.
